Chapter 6.
Effective Sustainable Design Methods: Where Do Professionals Find
Value and Innovation?
Summary: What sustainable design activities and mindsets do professionals find
valuable, and which of those can also drive innovation? This study performed 23
workshops on three sustainable design methods involving a total of 172
professionals from over 27 companies, including design consultancies and
manufacturers in three industries (consumer electronics, furniture, and clothing).
Participants were surveyed about which activities or mindsets in each design
method drove innovation value, sustainability value, and other business value in
each design method. Seven participants were also interviewed after workshops to
validate survey findings, and ten followup interviews three to eight months after
workshops tested lasting impressions. The Natural Step, Whole System Mapping,
and Biomimicry were the design methods tested. Quantitative analysis found
what designers, engineers, and managers considered most valuable for
sustainability, innovation, or other benefits. Qualitative analysis illuminated why
they considered the practices valuable. This may help design professionals pick
the most useful green design practices for themselves, and help them combine
practices to leverage each one’s respective strengths.

6.1.

Introduction

The three sustainable design methods studied were The Natural Step (Robèrt, 1991), (Baxter et
al., 2009), Whole System Mapping (Faludi and Danby, 2010), (Faludi, 2015), and one
implementation of Biomimicry, of which there are several variants (Benyus, 1997), (Baumeister
et al., 2013), (Baumeister et al., 2008), (Faludi and Menter, 2013), (Hawken et al., 2013).
However, the opportunism described in previous chapters means designers do not use design
methods as monolithic tunnels, but as toolboxes to pull from, so the design methods were not the
unit of analysis. Instead, “activities” (what practitioners do, from writing or sketching to CAD or
calculation) and “mindsets” (what practitioners mentally consider, from individual ideas to entire
paradigms) were the units of analysis.
Previous chapters deconstructed these three sustainable design methods (along with others) into
their constituent activities and mindsets. Figure 6.1 illustrates the breakdown of all three
methods. Activities were classified as Research (R), Analysis (A), Ideation (I), Building (B),
Decision (D), Goal-setting (G), and Communication (C) types. Mindsets were classified as
Systems Thinking (ST), Checklists (C), Priorities (P), Determine Own Goals (OG), and
Predetermined Goals (PG); the latter were subdivided into Environmental (PG-E), Social (PG-S),
Abstract (PG-A), and Concrete (PG-C) goal types.
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Figure 6.1 Activities and mindsets in the studied design methods, with categorizations.
Chapter 2, which deconstructed these design methods, hypothesized that because product
development requires activities and mindsets in most categories listed above, but sustainable
design methods have limited numbers of activities and mindsets in different categories,
practitioners might benefit from combining methods. For example, Biomimicry has more
Research and Ideation activities than Whole System Mapping, while the latter has more Analysis
activities, so they might complement each other. Likewise, The Natural Step contains only
Abstract Predetermined Goal mindsets, so Concrete Predetermined Goals from the other design
methods might complement it. Practitioners could also integrate required categories of activities
or mindsets from sustainable design methods into their traditional design process. For example,
designers could use the Baseline analysis activity and Four System Conditions mindsets from
The Natural Step to infuse a sustainability perspective into a traditional method such as Human
Centered Design, with its own Ideation, Research, and other activity categories.
This chapter hypothesizes that the number of activities or mindsets in different categories is less
important than the value to practitioners of particular activities or mindsets. Thus this study
quantitatively assessed what activities and mindsets were most valued for sustainability,
innovation, and other benefits, and then qualitatively asked why. Other previous work (Faludi,
2017) tested this with students, while this chapter surveyed professional designers, engineers,
and team leaders. The results may help practitioners find best practices for the sustainable
design problem they face, or mix and match practices from different sustainable design methods.
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6.2.

Methods

To assess what professionals valued and why, this study followed Creswell's “concurrent nested”
approach (Creswell, 2013) to mixing quantitative and qualitative methods, as well as Blessing
and Chakrabarti's “descriptive study II” phase of design research method #4 (Blessing and
Chakrabarti, 2009). Each design method was taught in a separate workshop; all were taught by
the author. Participants were recruited via several channels: the author's professional networks,
the o2 network for sustainable design (both the global email listserv and San Francisco bay area
listserv), the Stanford product design alumni listserv, the UC Berkeley mechanical engineering
graduate student listserv, and workshops at the SustainableBrands 2016 conference in San Diego,
California and the Greenermind Summit 2016 in Mendocino, California. Some participants
recommended others, helping “snowball” to larger networks.
6.2.1. Participant Demographics
Twenty-three workshops were performed for 258 total attendees from over 30 different
companies. To improve repeatability, each design method was performed with five or more
companies, seeking companies of different sizes, industries, and types. Specifically, company
types were manufacturers and product development consultancies; industries included consumer
electronics, furniture, apparel / soft goods, and “other” (housewares, medical devices, etc.); size
ranged from fewer than 10 employees to over 10,000 employees. Companies included Alloy
Product Development, Athleta (The Gap), Bridge Design, Cisco Systems, Daylight Design,
EcoBee, Google, Grupo Bimbo, Hitachi, Kashi, Kimberly Clark, Lush, MindTribe, OwensIllinois, PCH / Lime Lab, REI, Steelcase, Synapse Product Development, The North Face, eight
startups incubated at Singularity University, and several more that did not identify themselves.
Note 26 were disqualified for holding non-relevant job roles (marketing) or being in non-relevant
industries (architecture, software), leaving 232 qualified participants; 60 participants did not
respond to surveys; thus, there were 172 qualified respondents. Those leaving demographics
blank were assumed to be qualified respondents desiring anonymity.
Recruitment initially advertised four-hour workshops, but many companies requested two-hour
versions, so all three design methods were taught in four-hour and two-hour versions. While
every effort was made to include all activities and mindsets in the shorter workshops, some were
simplified or eliminated, as described in Chapter 4. In The Natural Step, no activities or
mindsets were eliminated (the “five levels” mindset was not included in workshops of any
duration). In Whole System Mapping, LCA was simplified from interactive use of
SustainableMinds LCA software (or Ecolizer 2.0 lookup tables with results calculated in
Microsoft Excel where internet was not reliable) in long workshops to a slide of typical LCA
results for various product categories in short workshops; also, in the “Decide” activity, decision
matrices for the “Score Ideas by Goals” mindset were shortened to dot voting (in both durations,
the “Estimated Solution LCAs” activity was replaced by simple estimation of each idea's
sustainability improvement on a scale from one to five). In Biomimicry, the activities “Choose
Nature's Principles” and “Brainstorm Nature's Principles” were abbreviated from 40 minutes to
under ten minutes, eliminating the portion where participants used the “Nature as Measure”
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mindset to compare their design ideas with natural principles. However, as this was not a
frequently-valued activity in the longer workshops, it was not deemed a great loss.
Many companies received two or more workshops; these were performed in different orders, and
when possible, weeks or months apart and/or with different participants, to minimize “carryover
effect” interaction bias and order effects. However, due to the voluntary recruitment and
company schedule limitations, some workshops were performed the same day or consecutive
days. Workshop sizes varied from three to 50 participants. Most companies received dedicated
workshops at their offices; others had just one to five participants attend workshops at the
SustainableBrands 2016 conference or a workshop organized by Singularity University for its
incubating startups. Companies were anonymized using “C” for product development
consultancy and “M” for manufacturer, followed by a number. Table 6.1 lists the number of
participants from each company and demographic, showing which received multiple workshops.
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Type

Size

Time
(hrs.)

Industry

C1

Cons.

S

2

M1

Mfr.

L

C2

Cons.

M2

Company

Responses / Attendees
Total

TNS

WSM

BIO

Cons.elec.

21 / 29
(72%)

—

11 / 14
(79%)

16 / 21
(76%)

4

Apparel

22 / 32
(69%)

15 / 18
(83%)

—

9 / 16
(56%)

S

4

Cons.elec.

6/6
(100%)

—

6/6
(100%)

—

Mfr.

L

4

Cons.elec.

9 / 10
(90%)

—

9 / 10
(90%)

—

C3

Cons.

S

2

Cons.elec.

9 / 12
(75%)

—

—

9 / 12
(75%)

C4

Cons.

S

2

Cons.elec.

10 / 12
(83%)

—

4/6
(67%)

6/6
(100%)

M3

Mfr.

L

2

Furniture

31 / 36
(86%)

9/9
(100%)

19 / 21A
(90%)

21 / 24A
(88%)

C5

Cons.

L

4

Cons.elec.

6/6
(100%)

4/4
(100%)

5/5
(100%)

—

C6

Cons.

S

4

Other

5/5
(100%)

—

5/5
(100%)

—

M4

Mfr.

L

4

Apparel

9 / 11
(82%)

7/8
(88%)

5/6
(83%)

—

M5 – M14,
others
anonymous

9 Mfr.,
24 anon.

9 L,
24 anon.

2

3 Cons.elec.,
1 Apparel,
5 Other,
24 anon.

9 identified,
24 anon./40
(83%)

—

9 identified,
24 anon./40
(83%)

—

M15 – M23

Mfr.

S

4

3 Cons.elec.,
1 Medical,
4 Other

11 / 33
(33%)

10 / 32
(31%)

—

—

Total qualified respondents:

172 / 232
(74%)

45 / 71
(63%)

97 / 113
(86%)

61 / 79
(77%)

Total identified companies:

27

Table 6.1 Demographics by company. “Responses / Attendees” = number of respondents
followed by number of qualified attendees and percent of attendees responding. “Cons.” =
product development consultancy, “Mfr.” = manufacturers, “S” = Small, “L” = Large.
“Anon.” = anonymous. “Cons.elec.” = consumer electronics, “Apparel” includes apparel and
soft goods.
Table 6.1 shows demographics by company, with numbers of respondents and percentages of
qualified attendees responding for each (disqualified attendees not listed). The division for
“small” versus “large” company was set to 100 employees by clustering survey responses; only
two companies were between 100 and 1,000 employees, all others were smaller or larger, and a
threshold of 100 balanced demographic analyses.

A

Note: an additional four respondents from these workshops were disqualified due to irrelevant job role; numbers
here only list qualified respondents vs. non-respondents. The other 22 disqualified respondents were from
workshops not appearing in this table due to all attendees being disqualified.
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In addition to demographically segmenting participants by company type and industry sector,
individuals were also segmented by job role (designer, engineer, or manager / executive) and by
gender, as shown in Table 6.2.
Job Role
Designer
Engineer
Manager / executive
Sustainability Specialist
(blank)

54 (31%)
52 (30%)
38 (22%)
17 (10%)
25 (15%)

Industry Sector
Consumer electronics
Apparel / soft goods
Furniture
Housewares / Other
(blank)

68 (40%)
36 (21%)
35 (20%)
15 (9%)
26 (15%)

Company Type
Manufacturer
PD Consultancy
(blank)

89 (52%)
59 (34%)
24 (14%)

Gender
Female
Male
(blank)

60 (35%)
83 (48%)
29 (17%)

Table 6.2 Demographics by participant. Each demographic is listed with the number of
respondents and percentage of total qualified respondents from that demographic.
Table 6.2 lists demographics by number of people responding, not by number of survey
responses as in Table 6.1; it includes percentages of total qualified respondents comprised by
each demographic. Percentages for job role sum to over 100% because many participants
performed more than one role, especially in small companies; percentages by industry sum to
over 100% because some consultancies design products in multiple industries. Two-hour
workshops yielded 80 respondents (47%), four-hour workshops yielded 92 respondents (53%).
Companies were encouraged to perform the design method on a product currently in
development; most did so, but for intellectual property reasons, some preferred to use a finished
product or theoretical product. As a result, different workshops occurred earlier or later in the
design process for different teams, even at the same company.

6.2.2. Data Collection and Analysis
Before each workshop, participants were surveyed asking their demographic information and the
following questions:
• In your practice, what design methods, activities, or mindsets do you get the most value from?
Why?
• How do you measure the innovativeness of your design ideas?
• In your experience, what effect does sustainability usually have on design? (Checklist:
increases / decreases legal risk, increases / decreases design process cost, increases /
decreases final product cost, restricts / enhances creativity, decreases / increases your
motivation, complicates / eases manufacturing, decreases / increases product quality,
decreases / increases product marketability).
During each workshop, participants were videotaped and workshop results (such as post-it notes
and whiteboards) were photographed, except when refused by participants. Videos were
intended to be used to quantify degrees of engagement during different activities, and
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photographs of workshop results were intended to be analyzed to quantify degrees of innovation
and sustainability improvements resulting from different activities. While results from those
analyses proved inconclusive, images have been used in this thesis to illustrate the workshop
activities and results.
After each workshop, professionals were surveyed about their reactions to the design method in
that workshop, using these questions:
• In your opinion, what activities or mindsets from the design method were most useful? (If
none, say none.)
• In your opinion, what activities or mindsets were not valuable, or not valuable enough to be
worth your time? (If none, say none.)
• In your opinion, which of the design method's activities or mindsets gave you innovative
ideas? (If none, say none.)
• In your opinion, which of the design method's activities or mindsets improved product
sustainability? (If none, say none.)
• In your opinion, did anything in the design method provide any other value, not related to
innovation or sustainability? If so, when or how?
• Would you recommend this workshop to others? If so, what would you say?
• How do you think this design method, or the ideas you got from it, will affect your product
design? (Same checklist options as in pre-survey).
• Anything else you'd like to say?
Participants were not told what to consider activities or mindsets, as in Figure 6.1Figure 6.1, but
were free to write anything; this enabled them to provide new insights on the design methods.
As the Results section will describe, most mentions of activities and mindsets matched those
identified in Figure 6.1, but not all—some were surprises. Responses saying they valued “all”
activities or mindsets were counted as valuing all activities and mindsets identified in Figure 6.1,
but not counted as valuing the surprises. Survey text was qualitatively coded for mentions of
specific activities or mindsets, mentions of sustainability, innovation, or other benefits, positive
or negative statements about an activity or mindset or the overall method, and reasons why.
Initial “open coding” of these responses were clustered into code categories for final coding. For
example, the quote “drawing the map of the system allows one to step back and view the entire
picture” was initially coded “big picture”, while “I think it open [sic] your mind to look closer
around you” was originally coded “opened mind”, and “broadened view of the risk and opened
opportunities for solutions” was coded as “broadened view”, but as dozens of such mentions
accrued, they were clustered into one umbrella code, “broaden scope”.
MaxQDA software was used to quantify co-occurrences of these codes in text. For example, the
survey text above, “drawing the map of the system allows one to step back and view the entire
picture” received three overlapping codes: “Draw System Map” (the activity), “valued”, and
“broadened scope” (the reason it was valued). Similarly, the quote “Backcasting was an
interesting, innovative way to look at a problem, it helped me look at it from a different vantage
point” received five overlapping codes: “Backcasting” (the mindset), “innovation-related”,
“valued”, “engaged / excited / interested” (one reason for valuing it), and “new lens” (the other
reason for valuing). These code co-occurrences were only counted once per participant, to
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prevent vocal minorities from swaying results; however, an analysis counting all mentions was
compared to the one-person-one-vote approach as a validity check for enthusiasm. Counting
mentions were then consolidated into four main questions: what do practitioners value, what do
they criticize, what do they say drives sustainability, what do they say drives innovation? It was
not assumed that mentions of driving sustainability or innovation should also count as mentions
of value; mentions of value were only counted in the other questions, not the sustainability
question or innovation question. However, most activities or mindsets mentioned as driving
sustainability or innovation were also mentioned as valuable in other questions as well. All 386
pre- and post-surveys were coded by both the author and a research assistant to check reliability.
The author established coding rubrics by providing the research assistant 30 coded surveys for
training; after one iteration of checking intercoder agreement and discussing for consensus
adjusting codes, the final intercoder reliability had a Cohen's Kappa of .84 for pre-surveys and
.83 for post-surveys.
Though counts were precise, they may not generalize to broader populations; therefore,
uncertainties were calculated using binomial 95% confidence intervals as calculated by an
Adjusted Wald method; this provided greater accuracy at small numbers of respondents (Agresti
and Coull, 1998), (Bonett and Price, 2012). Differences in results were deemed “statistically
significant” only for p-values below .05. For testing demographic differences in responses to
most survey questions, qualitative analysis was used to check validity of quantitative statistical
significance, or determine if a difference that did not appear statistically significant might be
qualitatively meaningful. For checklist survey questions, such qualitative analysis could not be
performed because there was no text. In both types of question, inductive reasoning was also
used to estimate how different demographics might respond, and check consistency among
multiple responses to similar activities or mindsets, to compare against quantitative results.
To help validate and check long-term effects of the workshops, ten participants were also
interviewed three to eight months after they participated in a workshop. (More were contacted,
but few volunteered for interviews.) These interviews do not prove survey results true or false,
but showed which design activities or mindsets professionals remembered valuing or criticizing
months later; those valued both immediately after workshops and months after are likely to be
more valuable overall.
The semi-structured interviews always included the questions:
• Had your team ever done something like this before?
• Did your team pursue any of the product ideas from the workshops?
• Did your team keep using any of the design activities or mindsets after the workshops, or the
whole method?
• What do you think are the advantages and disadvantages of this (or these) design method(s)
for your team, compared to other methods?
• Did anything in the workshop drive innovation?
• Did anything in the workshop drive sustainability?
• Were there other benefits besides innovation or sustainability? If so, what?
• What would drive sustainability most in your team / company?
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6.3.

Overall Results

In all three design methods, there was an activity or mindset that was valued far more than
others; one was valued more for innovation than all others in all three design methods. None
stood out so clearly for sustainability value, though there was variation here as well. The
following three sections will discuss what activities and mindsets practitioners valued or
criticized, and what they said drove sustainability or innovation, in all three design methods.
After these, the fourth section will discuss how many practitioners found sustainability or
innovation value in each of the three design methods overall, and will compare the design
methods by the checklist of positive versus negative impacts it can have on the product
development process. This will include comparing participants' impressions of each design
method to the pre-workshop surveys asking their impressions of how sustainability in general
impacts the product development process.
6.3.1. Results for Activities and Mindsets Within Each Design Method
For each design method, activities and mindsets were evaluated by how many respondents
mentioned valuing them or not valuing them, and by how many respondents related them to
sustainability or innovation. The following graphs count how many respondents mentioned each
activity or mindset in their survey text; the graphs do not count the number of mentions (to avoid
vocal minorities), nor do they count the strength of praise or criticism in each response.
Following each graph is qualitative analysis of why people said they valued the activities or
mindsets. Fewer than half of respondents listed reasons, with no one reason occurring over 9%
of the time and most only being mentioned by one or two participants, so they could not be
analyzed quantitatively, but they shed a great deal of light on the graph results.
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6.3.1.1.

The Natural Step

Figure 6.2 shows, at left, all of the activities and mindsets of The Natural Step that were
identified in Chapter 2; at right, it shows only the activities or mindsets mentioned as being
valued or criticized by more than five people (Baseline had the fewest mentions at 12 people,
Backcasting had the most at 31).

Figure 6.2 Percent of respondents mentioning activities or mindsets they generally value or do
not value in The Natural Step; n=48. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
Comparing the activities and mindsets gathered from the literature to those identified by
workshop participants shows that only two of the mindsets were mentioned frequently. The
Natural Step Funnel was mentioned zero times; the Three Prioritizing Questions were mentioned
positively only four times, negatively once. The relative lack of mentions may mean these are
unnecessary for the method's success. By contrast, Decide by Priorities, the activity where the
Three Prioritizing Questions were used, had ten of 14 people mentioning it refer to it without the
prioritizing questions. Decide by Priorities was valued for helping professionals converge on
practical solutions (“working through the decide section put it all into perspective and we were
able to recognize some low hanging fruit that we can action on [sic] now.”) One mentioned
valuing it for innovation (“Deciding at the end came up with surprising solutions.”)A
The most important result shown in Figure 6.2 is that Backcasting was valued by far the most
(p=.003 compared to the average of other activities and mindsets). Some respondents valued it
for focusing thought to accomplish goals (“Back-casting was helpful to bring ideals back to
A

Note: For nearly all activities and mindsets here and throughout the study, most respondents simply answered the
question of what they valued with the item's name (“Deciding”); too few respondents listed why they valued things
to establish hierarchies of reasons. Thus, when qualitative analysis here and throughout the study lists reasons why
people valued or criticized things, it should not be assumed that these were the only reasons; they may not even have
been the most common or important reasons. However, they did clearly indicate some reasons these activities and
mindsets were valued or criticized.
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reality”, or “Backcasting. It helps to provide visibility in to the different vectors of how
sustainability can be improved, which then allows us to craft a value proposition for each”, or
“Backcasting provided a great means to work backwards from a desired outcome. It was an
interesting method for downselecting ideas based on pre-established goals and criteria.”) Some
valued it as a new lens (“Backcasting was an interesting, innovative way to look at a problem, it
helped me look at it from a different vantage point.”) One valued it for ease of use (“The ABCD
method [Backcasting] is a good and easy way to introduce this to our team. If this was more
complex, it wouldn't spread as easily to other co-workers.”) These survey results were validated
by similar sentiments in post-workshop interviews (“the sequencing of standing in the future in
the awareness step, and then finding the gaps, and then brainstorming around the gaps and then
figuring out what you're gonna do about it, I think that's great.”)
Interestingly, multiple people cited Backcasting as having general strategic or business value
(“It's a good method for brainstorming independent of sustainability”, or “Workshop
methodology that can be used for many other objectives.”) Such benefits outside of
sustainability are important, because as shown in Chapter 3, practitioners believe the things most
likely to drive adoption of sustainability in design teams are the business case and marketability.
While no respondents explicitly said Backcasting would drive these, if it could, that would help
drive adoption. The high value of Backcasting may be because it is the umbrella mindset
encompassing all four activities of The Natural Step, and connecting them into a whole. All
other activities and mindsets in Figure 6.2 were valued by similar percentages of people, but
usually valued for different reasons, which may mean that the whole is greater than the sum of its
parts, and that any one of these activities would lose a significant amount of value without the
other activities to use its output or feed it relevant input.
Awareness / Vision was valued for broadening scope (“thinking of big picture awareness first
lead us to come up with different specifics and paths than we would have otherwise”, or
“Awareness - I think that's where you really were thinking far out and trying to imagine an ideal
state.”) Interestingly, many tied this to innovation (“I like how it tells you to aim for the
impossible, at first view. This open [sic] our eyes to new possibilities and innovation”, or
“Awareness was productive and led to a lot of great solutions in 'concept' stage”, or “I felt more
innovative during the first brainstorm [Awareness activity] than when I actually reached concept
stage. I suppose it was due to the fact that I immediately looked out of the box at bigger issues
than those I already encounter as a product designer in a corporate company.”) Post-workshop
interviews reinforced survey results at length:
“For me, the most valuable things were thinking about the first column here of
awareness... Forget about what you have in front of you now; what does the
optimal thing way in the future look like? And that is something that I honestly
don't really think about that much, I'm usually more focused on what do I have
now, how can I make it incrementally better. And thinking about what is the real
end goal is a very different question and that's really interesting.”
One followup interviewee pointed out that Awareness / Vision is made more valuable by being
as specific as possible, and better supports the Baseline activity:
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“Tell me what that actually looks like in reality in the world… That's where I
think that step becomes massively helpful, because then once you do that, then the
gap analysis is super easy, because you're like, 'Oh!' You just clearly articulated
what a sustainable future looks like in this particular segment of the world, and
now that you've actually articulated what it looks like and doesn't, I can actually
see gaps. Because by saying something is 'sustainable' in and of itself, it's almost
meaningless, I don't know what that means. It's a nice idea, but until it's made
more concrete, I can't do anything with it. …I do that exercise a lot, and I find
that's a common resistance point for everybody, in that exercise, is, everybody
goes fuzzy. I do it all the time. And I have to seriously force myself to get really
concrete.”
Baseline was valued for focusing thought (“baseline of current state... it was a good reality
check on where we currently stand with our sustaining efforts”, or “recognize and identify
existing problems.”) It was especially valued for focusing thought in the Creative Solutions
ideation activity (“I think more than any, the Baseline work would guide this because it allows
you to really focus on where the product currently is. Without that, the concepts [in Creative
Solutions] would be too scattered”, or “Baseline to concepts was helpful to frame where we may
want to go in the future”, or “I believe it [innovation] starts in Step 2 [Baseline]-- thinking
about how things currently are today, as I found it hard not to jump to conclusions or offer
solutions before the next step [Creative Solutions].”)
As expected, Creative Solutions was valued for innovation (“Concepts came up with a lot of
ideas”, or “The awareness and concepts categories were the most creatively striking to me”, or
“The structured and methodical brainstorm because it leads somewhere.”) As noted above,
though, this creativity often depended on framing from Awareness / Vision and/or Baseline
activities. One respondent suggested improving the design method by more deeply linking this
activity with Awareness / Vision through repetition (“The Concepts section felt innovative, but
more so if we had time to iterate back and forth between that and the Awareness section, which
was not possible today.”)
The last activity, Decide by Priorities, was valued for helping converge on practical solutions, as
quoted above. It was also connected to Creative Solutions (“Concept and Decision yielded some
good ideas, with many more left on the post-it board for further consideration”, or “Putting
together concepts on how to reach these goals and then selecting the most impactful ones was
also valuable because it illuminated the relative values and costs of the various methods seen
through EE and ME lenses.”)
Finally, the Four System Conditions mindset was valued for focusing thought on sustainability
(“the different 'wrongs' help critical thinking”, or “The 'wrong place' and 'breakdown of
ecosystem' really drove the sustainability.”) Several especially valued it for including social, not
just environmental, sustainability (“This method takes into account the social side of things that
is missing from LCA.”) Post-workshop interviews validated the survey results with similar
sentiments in more depth (“I would say the Four System Conditions were the most useful, 'cause
they give me a specific frame or lens through which to look that I would not necessarily have
looked through before”, or “those four categories were a useful way to break down the different
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categories of things to be thinking about on the sustainability side.”) Survey and post-workshop
interviews were also reinforced by followup interviews several months after the workshops:
“One thing I think is an advantage is the way it's actually prescriptive in some of
the categories it suggests, is the system conditions... Because there's some stuff
that you're going to think of that everybody's gonna think of… but then there's
categories that you just don't tend to think about automatically. And so having at
least a suggestion of, 'Hey, go look over there', I think is useful.”
However, the Four System Conditions was also the most criticized part of The Natural Step.
Those criticizing it called it vague or confusing (“it was difficult to keep track of the four pillars,
though they were useful jumping off points”, or “…but I would do it again with a different forum
maybe, with a more clear objective, maybe a specific one.”) This finding was reinforced by nonworkshop interviews, discussed in Chapter 3.
For sustainability and innovation value, Figure 6.3 shows quantitative results.

Figure 6.3 Percent of respondents mentioning anything driving sustainability or innovation in
The Natural Step n=48.
Figure 6.3 shows reported rates of activities or mindsets driving sustainability and/or innovation.
Again, Figure 6.3 does not count enthusiasm of responses or number of mentions, only percent
of respondents. Some percentages are higher than the percentage of general value in Figure 6.2
because, as mentioned above in the Methods section, there were separate survey questions about
driving sustainability or innovation, as opposed to what participants most valued generally or
planned to use in future practice; however, if sustainability or innovation were mentioned in
answer to questions about general value, they were counted here. Creative Solutions scored high
for innovation, but so did Awareness / Vision; this was surprising, given that Creative Solutions
was the only ideation activity and Awareness / Vision was for goal-setting, but the quotes above
should explain why the latter was valued for innovation: the framing and reframing it encouraged
made the ideation activity more effective.
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It was also surprising that Creative Solutions scored similarly in sustainability to all other
activities and mindsets, given that sustainability is the entire purpose of Four System Conditions,
Awareness, and Baseline. It may be because this seemed the most concrete, actionable step to
participants (“Concept. we can apply into [sic] actual design process” or “I don't really feel like
I learned a lot about sustainability in general. I was hoping to learn more about product
sustainability from this workshop, instead I felt like we generated all the content on
sustainability in the brainstorm”). This was validated by a followup interview (“the concepts
were most valuable to me because... Thinking about how to get there, that seems to me like the
real meat of the value to what can I apply to future designs? What is the most tangible thing I
can do, most immediate that gets me on that path?”) In any case, it is heartening that three of
the activities and mindsets were valued similarly for both sustainability and innovation, so
designers do not face an either / or choice in their design practice.
Comparing Figure 6.3 to Figure 6.2 shows that the rates of valuing generally are similar to the
greater of the rates of valuing for sustainability or innovation; this means neither sustainability
nor innovation is clearly valued more, but if an activity or mindset is highly valued for either, it
will be highly valued generally. The exception is Backcasting, which is valued in a general
sense far more than its sustainability or innovation scores. Perhaps this is because Backcasting is
the overall combination of the four activities, and respondents attributed innovation or
sustainability specifically to the individual activities. It may also be because some participants
valued it for general business strategy, as quoted above.
Combining the results for general value with sustianability and innovation value, it appears that
The Natural Step's four activities are tightly intertwined into the Backcasting approach, meaning
they may need to be used together for maximum effectiveness. It is unclear whether the Four
System Conditions and Three Prioritizing Questions mindsets are equally necessary.
6.3.1.2.

Whole System Mapping

Figure 6.4 shows, at left, all of the activities and mindsets of Whole System Mapping that were
identified in Chapter 2; at right, it shows only the activities or mindsets mentioned as being
valued or criticized by more than five people. The Prioritized Design Spec activity was always
referred to by participants simply as “priorities”, so it is referred to as such from here forward.
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Figure 6.4 Percent of respondents mentioning activities or mindsets they generally value or do
not value in Whole System Mapping; n=96. “Priorities” = Prioritized Design Spec.
“Brainstorm All System” is the Brainstorm on System Map activity with the Brainstorm All
System” is the Brainstorm on System Map activity with the Brainstorm All System Nodes
mindset. “Brainstorm to Eliminate” is the Brainstorm on System Map activity with the
Eliminate System Nodes mindset.
Comparing the literature analysis at Figure 6.4's left (repeated from Figure 6.1) to the graph at
right shows some mindsets seldom mentioned by workshop participants: Sustainability Goals (2
mentions), Business / User Goals (one mention), Scoring Ideas by Goals (four mentions), and
Visual Thinking (five mentions). Visual Thinking was not included in the graph because four of
its five mentions were as a reason for valuing the Draw System Map activity, not being
mentioned as a mindset of its own. This and other mindsets may not be essential to the success
of the design method, or may be so intertwined with activities (such as Sustainability Goals
conflated with the Priorities activity) that practitioners may find them indistinguishable.
Interestingly, respondents sometimes mentioned the Brainstorm on System Map activity as two
different activities, based on the two mindsets “Brainstorm All System Nodes” and “Eliminate
System Nodes”, despite them happening simultaneously. This illustrated the interplay between
mindsets and activities. Figure 6.4 shows Brainstorm to Eliminate as being mentioned much less
for two reasons: First, because mentions of Brainstorm on System Map, Brainstorm All System
Nodes, and general brainstorming were often difficult to distinguish from each other
(“Brainstorming on top of map”, or “The initial map and filling the entire space with concepts”,
or “it gave me another way of approaching brainstorms”), while mentions of eliminating nodes
were easily distinguished (“Skipping a step was a novel approach to brainstorming.”) Second,
because it was not counted in mentions of valuing “all” activities, but only mentions of it
specifically.
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Draw System Map was the most valued part of the design method, significantly more than the
average of other activities and mindsets (p=.0001). This was reinforced by a non-workshop
interviewee who used the method (“I use the whole system map for nearly every project.”) It
was valued for broadening scope (“Drawing the map of the system allows one to step back and
view the entire picture”, or “Visualizing the whole system was very valuable, it allowed us to
consider solutions outside of normal development”, or “The overall methodology seemed like a
great way to be as broad as possible when coming up with ideas to reduce environmental
impact. Specifically, it was helpful to me to have all of the nodes in the system available visually
so that areas that might benefit from more attention end up drawing attention to themselves
organically.”) Note how its visual nature is cited as driving broader thinking. Some survey
respondents valued Draw System Map for focusing thought (“Breaking down the system into
different components helped make the thought process more approachable.”) It was also valued
for collaboration by aligning the team (“Visual mapping - helps put everyone on the same page”,
or “Mapping out helped think through every aspect of the product. Thinking it through with
others helped get lots of ideas and we really built off each other's ideas.”) This was validated by
the non-workshop interview mentioned above (“I think a lot of people like to get involved in
that, creating the part of the impact of a product that not everybody can think of, but everyone's
been thinking of the other sections of the map… like I said, I always sort of start with the whole
systems thinking approach and a map, I found that to be super-effective.”) A followup interview
reinforced this collaboration value and broadened scope at length:
“The whole point of Whole System is that it involves everyone in the chain. I
think it's valuable for engineers. I think it can help us develop new ideas or help
us optimize our ideas. But I think it's something also that, maybe marketing needs
to do a whole systems approach, or supply chain, or... because of the whole
system, because it involves all this other stuff, that it can be valuable for all the
different stuff through the process, to think of like, if we apply this constraint,
maybe it makes our problem better, but maybe it screws up everything for
everyone else.”
Interestingly, two respondents said Draw System Map could have benefits beyond sustainable
design, for general design strategy (“I think mapping the solution space across multiple axes
would be useful for all brainstorming, not just sustainability”, or “Thinking through an entire
system, mapping it out, and identifying opportunities for improvement. I would like to do that
with my team at work, not necessity even for sustainability, but for good process.”) These
results were validated by followup interviews several months after workshops:
“We've certainly done some thinking on whole systems. …I don't know that we've
done any of it that was really specifically geared towards the environmental
sustainability, but we've definitely looked at a whole systems approach on some,
like costing, and time decisions. And that's been really helpful in terms of like,
such and such part maybe is cheaper, but if it means that we have to cut a whole
tool all over again or if you're gonna double the assembly time or something,
that's not a valuable trade-off.”
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Such benefits outside of sustainability are important, because as shown in Chapter 3,
practitioners believe one of the things that can most drive adoption of sustainability in design
teams is the business case. Having green design practices also be valuable for cost savings or
increased profit could drive adoption.
Systems Thinking was a frequently-valued mindset, similar to LCA and Brainstorm All System
Nodes. It was valued for broadening scope (“The mindset of zooming out and looking at the
systemic view of a product is helpful” or “Thinking holistically and beyond the immediate
product LCA” or “Recognizing that a more optimal solution may not be at the level of material
choice or product configuration, but the service or context of the product in the overall system.”)
As expected, it was often connected with the Draw System Map activity (see quotes above).
LCA was valued for focusing or clarifying thought on sustainability (“LCA… was useful because
you have done enough to have a sense of which areas have much bigger impacts than others”, or
“the ability to test or estimate the impact of independent variables. Side by side comparisons.”)
This was especially true when LCA results changed participants' sustainability focus due to
surprising outcomes (“It was interesting to see how the perceived impact of things might actually
be very different from the actual impact”, or “Very interesting how things have such different
environmental impacts. A surprise of what we think would have a great positive impact and
what didn't.”) Followup interviews validated this ability to concretely prioritize tradeoffs (“with
that life cycle analysis tool, the ability to understand in immediate ways the impact of certain
decisions in a very kind of actionable way”, or “it appeals to the numbers side of things again.
From the engineering side of it, it gives us something we can latch on to and just fully get behind
and point to a number and say this is why.”) These values were similar in four-hour workshops
performing interactive estimated LCAs and two-hour workshops simply showing a slide of
common product category LCA graphs (“General guidelines regarding the relative impacts of
different factors for different types of products.”)
However, LCA was the most criticized aspect of Whole System Mapping (p=.03 compared to
average of others). It was criticized for being too difficult or too much effort, even in the
simplified form used in four-hour workshops (“LCA software seems too difficult to use/deal
with”, or “LCA- seems too 'deep' for design at our level- would be good to leverage someone
focused on that subject.”) Participants in the two-hour version of workshops, who did not
perform estimated LCAs but simply saw a slide with graphs of LCA results of four different
common product categories, did not criticize it for being difficult, but criticized it for being too
generic to be applicable (“The scoring system seemed a bit arbitrary without having data to back
it up”, or “The slide that showed the relative impacts of different aspects for different product
types was enlightening, but I wish it were more possible to be more data-driven on it. It was
very 'rule-of-thumb'.”) Even with these criticisms, however, Figure 6.4 shows many more
participants praised LCA than criticized it (p=.002).
The Prioritized Design Spec activity was valued for goal-setting / focusing thought (“the
prioritization exercise was useful to see where to get the most bang for the buck”, or “the best
part is to deciding the priorities, the rest just followed them.”) Particularly focusing on
sustainability (“identifying opportunities (and priority for) sustainability was most helpful.”)
One person said it helped interconnect disparate design considerations (“After looking at the
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impacts of the current material and design configuration, I enjoyed prioritizing the quality, cost,
and environmental impacts - as these are often related, but not often recognized as such. This, I
believe, allows for more ideas to be pursued, as the sustainability can help catalyze cost
solutions and vice versa.”) This aids systems thinking. As the quotes above also show,
Priorities was often listed as depending on LCA, as the design method's literature suggests.
The activity Brainstorm on System Map with the mindsets Brainstorm All System Nodes and
Eliminate System Nodes were valued for broadening scope, particularly mentioning innovation
and sustainability together (“Mapping / brainstorm - identified areas for impact reduction that
we don't typically think about as designers”, or “Brainstorming improvements AFTER mapping
the whole system is a powerful way to find opportunities that go beyond the usual methods.”)
They were also valued for more thorough ideation (“Having to fill the entire map with ideas
forced our team to think deeper”, or “Exercise of creating the map and then brainstorming on
top of it. Great to highlight where ideas are lacking.”) One followup interview valued it as a
new lens (“the way of brainstorming and trying to really bring up new ideas with that state of
mind and those different principles, definitely helpful for that.”) Brainstorming on the system
map was frequently mentioned alongside Draw System Map (see above quotes, as well as
simpler mentions like “Mapping and brainstorming on top of map.”) This supports the theory
that this activity depends on Draw System Map, while other activities, such as LCA or Decide,
do not.
As mentioned above, an interesting result was participants identifying the Eliminate System
Nodes mindset almost as a separate activity, also valued for innovation and sustainability. It
verified practitioners valued the activity for its specifics, not merely valuing any ideation activity
(“finding ways to cut out steps seemed to foster the most creative solutions”, or “looking at
baseline Bill of Materials to see what elements we could combine or eliminate seemed valuable.
This led to reduction in cost and improved sustainability numbers.”) Followup interviews
validated this, but one warned that Eliminate System Nodes's broader scope might not be
actionable for design consultancies, as their clients must be open to such broadening (“I think it's
quite interesting if you think of holistic impact, like what are the systems we can skip, but it
comes back to my role as a designer... I mean, I would never do any calls, come up with any
ideas for that. I think that would be at a little bit of a higher level of advancement in the
company.”)
The Decide activity was not as popular as several others; half the mentions of valuing it were
actually mentions of valuing “all” activities, though it was specifically mentioned 31 times by 20
respondents. It was valued for converging on solutions (“Dot voting & evaluation metric to see
what ideas are most valuable”, or “I liked the decision matrix. Good way to choose solutions.”)
Several specifically valued it for choosing solutions based on design priorities, matching the
Decide By Priorities mindset (“Rating the priorities for each idea was nice to see in the impacts
and not just go with which ideas we thought were 'cool' “, or “Figuring out which solutions meet
the priority requirements. They are the most likely to be realized, and thus have a positive
effect”), but not enough listed this for it to appear in Figure 6.4. These mentions show the
Decide activity's dependence on the Priorities activity, though the paucity of mentions may mean
the dependence is not strong. As Figure 6.4 also shows, several people criticized the Decide
activity; it was primarily criticized for being difficult or time-consuming (“Voting / prioritizing
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was a challenge. It still felt like we should go with our gut”, or “Ranking of the different
solutions seemed not useful for the time frame we had to think about them. However, given more
time, it seems useful to rank the projects priorities to gain a clearer picture of where to go.”)
For sustainability and innovation value, Figure 6.5 shows quantitative results.

Figure 6.5 Percent of respondents mentioning anything driving sustainability or innovation in
Whole System Mapping; n=96. “Brainstorm All System” is the Brainstorm on System Map
activity with the Brainstorm All System Nodes mindset. “Brainstorm to Eliminate” is the
Brainstorm on System Map activity with the Eliminate System Nodes mindset.
Figure 6.5 shows that most activities were rated highly for sustainability value; LCA may be
highest, though it lacks statistical significance. Mindsets of Systems Thinking and Eliminate
System Nodes in the Brainstorm on System Map activity had fewer mentions. Comparing with
Figure 6.4 shows that the most highly valued activity generally, Draw System Map, does not
stand out in sustainability or innovation. Thus, its primary value may be in other business
benefits, such as broadening scope, aligning teams, and focusing thought, as listed in its quotes
above. Similarly, the Systems Thinking mindset was much more highly valued generally in
Figure 6.4 than for sustainability or innovation here in Figure 6.5, likely for the same reasons, as
substantiated by followup interviews (“We've certainly done some thinking on whole systems.
I'm trying to think, on my current project, I don't know that we've done any of it that was really
specifically geared towards the environmental sustainability, but we've definitely looked at a
whole systems approach on some costing and time decisions. And that's been really helpful in
terms of such-and-such part maybe is cheaper, but if it means that we have to cut a whole tool all
over again or if you're gonna double the assembly time or something, that's not a valuable tradeoff.”) While the Systems Thinking mindsetis frequently described in sustainable design
literature as being a key sustainability driver, it is a mindset applied here in the activities of Draw
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System Map, LCA, Priorities, and Brainstorm on System Map, so participants may have
attributed its sustainability and/or innovation value to those activities.
As with The Natural Step, it is heartening that two activities were highly rated for both
sustainability and innovation, so designers do not face an either / or choice in their design
practice. These were Draw System Map and Brainstorm All System Nodes; as mentioned above,
the latter is closely tied to the former, they would likely be performed together.
Combining the results for general value with sustainability and innovation value, it appears that
Whole System Mapping's main strength is the Draw System Map activity, and it could be used
alone, though many participants valued the other activities and mindsets, and some of these
depend on each other. Brainstorm on System Map obviously depends on Draw System Map;
Priorities depends on LCA; Decide depends on Priorities, but perhaps not much, given the few
mentions connecting them. Twenty-three respondents also listed valuing all activities (“All steps
were valuable - especially staying true to the order in which they are done”), so there appears to
be value in using the entire method, not just isolated activities or mindsets. However, because
not all activities depend on each other as in The Natural Step, some of the activities could easily
be isolated. For example, practitioners without time or expertise in LCA could remove it,
Priorities, and Decide, to practice only Draw System Map and Brainstorm on System Map, with
the relevant mindsets.
6.3.1.3.

Biomimicry

Figure 6.6 shows, at left, all of the activities and mindsets of The Natural Step that were
identified in Chapter 2; at right, it shows only the activities or mindsets mentioned as being
valued or criticized by more than five people. The activity Discover Model Strategies Online
was always referred to by participants simply as “AskNature.org”, so it is referred to as such
from here forward.
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Figure 6.6 Percent of respondents mentioning activities or mindsets they generally value or do
not value in Biomimicry; n=57. “Models in Life” = Discover Models in Life. “Translate to
Buildable” = Translate to Buildable Things.
Comparing the literature analysis Figure 6.6's left to the graph at right shows some activities and
mindsets not appearing here: Learn Life Model Strategies (three mentions), Nature as Measure
(one mention), Nature as Model (zero mentions), and any of the 32 specific Nature's Principles
mindsets (zero mentions). These may not be essential to the success of the design method, or
may be so intertwined with others that practitioners may find them indistinguishable.A
Interestingly, one mindset in Figure 6.6 was not in Figure 6.1's literature analysis: Examples.
Survey respondents listed the mere mention of biomimetic product examples during the lecture
as being as valuable (or more valuable) than workshop activities (“Things that seem far-fetched
become more tangible when you learn of actual examples of how nature has done it”, or “The
two real-world examples of velcro & lotus paint were helpful to understand the potential benefits
of biomimicry.”) This was an unexpected discovery; presumably examples embody the Nature
as Mentor mindset more concretely, providing greater inspiration than the abstract concept.
Survey results were validated by followup interviews months later (“what stuck out to me was
A

For example, Nature as Model is a subset of Nature as Mentor, not just attempting to learn from nature generally,
but specifically searching for a functional analogy to the design problem at hand. But zero respondents made the
distinction, all describing it more vaguely (“Looking for inspiration in nature”, or “Finding the organism strategies”,
or “To think like nature.”) Learn Life Model Strategies may have been indistinguishable from Discover Models in
Life because the workshops asked participants to both identify functions of the biological samples and analyze how
those functions were likely achieved, with no help from literature searches or other tools that would make the
separation of activities obvious. Most participants referred to it indistinguishably (“holding the objects from nature
and talking through the design”, or “observation of natural items.”) Only three participants clearly referred to the
analysis activity (“Engineering analysis of animal parts”, “Evaluating the engineering decisions of a biological
object “, and “Observing features in a natural system & thinking about why they are the way they are.”) Only the
last of these three clearly referred to both Discover Models in Life (“observing features in a natural system”) and
Learn Life Model Strategies (“why they are the way they are”).
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mainly the samples and the images, the examples, and that website that you mentioned”, or more
extremely, “I'm trying to remember what the actual activities we did during the workshop were.
I remember the demos more than the activities, like the materials that you demo-ed [Lotusan
paint]. Yeah, I can't remember any of the activities specifically.”)
Figure 6.6 shows the most often valued mindset was Nature as Mentor (p=.00004 compared to
the average of other activities and mindsets), and the most often valued activity was
AskNature.org (p=.03 compared to others' average). These are intertwined, as AskNature.org
was one of the two physical activities enacting Nature as Mentor (technically enacting its subset
Nature as Model), the other being Discover Models in Life. Nature as Mentor was valued as a
new lens through which to view problems (“Helped me to think about solving problems in ways
that nature has already found a solution to”, or “using a new perspective - through looking at
nature - to re-inspire challenges that seemed impossible.”) It was also valued for engaging /
inspiring people (see previous quote, or “Getting engineers inspired to think of the linkages
between nature and the mechanical world.”) One compared it to competitive analysis (“seeing
the value of looking at nature solutions...similar to the way we look at competitor solutions.”)
Its value was reinforced by followup interviews, with a caveat (“the idea of looking to nature for
examples was powerful, though we haven't been using that concretely.”) AskNature.org was
similarly valued as a new lens (“AskNature opened our minds to resources and studies we can
take advantage of.”) and for engaging / inspiring people (“going on the site ask nature was very
interesting / sparked the most creative thought”, or “Asknature.com [sic] very helpful and fun.
Get inspired by real life solutions and ideas from our natural environment.”) It was also valued
for direct innovation (“using asknature.org was a good catalyst for ideas”, or “Asknature.com
[sic] was useful, as it is not always easy to think of the outside-of-the-box biomimetic ideas”, or
“I will research the asknature website, very intriguing and I could find so many potentially great
ideas!”)
Followup interviews similarly praised AskNature.org, but one asked for more off-the-shelf
solutions (“if AskNature, or some other website had links to specific components or products
that we could drop into prototypes, that would be really helpful.”) Followup interviews found
that Nature as Mentor inspired more general design by analogy thinking (Linsey, 2007), even if
the analogies were not biological:
“Inspiration from nature hasn't come up as much... the idea of looking to nature
for examples was powerful, though we haven't been using that concretely. I know
I've been using design by analogy all the time… Basically every time I end up
walking into a brainstorm. …It's definitely something I've done before, …but I
definitely thought of it sooner and had a little bit more confidence in, like, 'Hey,
let's try this other approach,' because of the biomimicry thinking.”
This was also described as having marketability value for a consultancy (“Having another
source of inspiration is great… especially if it's something that we can do in front of clients when
we're brainstorming… Certainly being able to look really competent in initial meetings with
clients has a lot of sales value.”)
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Discover Models in Life, while valued by fewer participants, was valued for the same reasons: as
a new lens (“Looking at objects from nature made me think about natural design”, or “thinking
like nature, made new and odd solutions.”) It was also valued for being engaging (“the mentor
(shells, etc.) was cool to see and feel the objects in person.”) However, it was also very
frequently criticized as being unactionable / impractical (“Breaking down a biological sample
into engineering applications didn't feel useful but I understand why we did it”, or “In-person
research is probably a no-go for consulting engineers, as it would be difficult to justify the hours
consumed in transit.”) This is likely because the natural objects brought (such as a shark jaw,
springbok horn, fox tail, etc.) were not chosen specifically for their relevance to the company
projects, as the companies generally did not disclose to the researchers what their projects would
be (often deciding them on the spot). Bringing a wider variety of objects might improve people's
opinion of the activity by improving relevance. However, even specifically-curated objects
would not have literature describing what engineering or design strategies they used for what
aims, and how they worked, as AskNature.org does; the participants had to puzzle these out for
themselves in a short period of time. Thus, while the activity is useful for motivation and lateral
thinking, it is likely less practical for relevant solutions than AskNature.org or other literature
searches.
Define Problem Biologically was also valued as a new lens for innovation (“Framing the
problem as biological is really helpful to prompting ideas”, or “Form problems as biological
problem, & draw inspiration. Reframing problems is helpful for prompting new solutions.”) It
was also valued for focusing thought (“Breaking the problem down to the principle issues really
helped prepare for searching using AskNature”), or for both (“Rephrasing a problem in natural
terms - fences [sic] a different perspective & focus on what is really important.”) These were
validated by a followup interviewee who pointed out Define Problem Biologically is a form of
functional decomposition (Kusiak and Larson, 1995):
“The idea of searching for inspiration or redefining the problem in a way that
makes it easy to search for inspiration has been helpful. …abstracting the
problem: rather than like, 'Oh, I need to design a seal for this particular button',
it's like, 'Okay, we need some sort of... We need waterproofing. We need a way
to waterproof two things that move past each other.' It makes it much easier to
search for solutions elsewhere, and so coming up with that kind of problem
statement was a helpful exercise. And then to be able to find the inspiration and
take that inspiration and turn it back into something that applies to your
problem.”
Translate to Buildable Things was not valued particularly often, as Figure 6.6 shows; but when it
was, it was valued for its practicality (“The connection to workable designs was perhaps the
most valuable to me”, or “The ability to manufacture section made you really analyze whether
or not the natural solution to a problem could be manufactured in a reasonable method. Great
segment of this workshop!”) It was also criticized for being difficult (“coming up with buildable
ideas was really difficult. It was fun to see how we could emulate nature, but how to actually
build off of that was a brain stretch.”) However, such difficulty is likely inevitable, as any
design idea must be built in order to become part of a real product.
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Nature's Principles was again valued as a new lens (“How Nature Designs principles are a good
reminder to evaluate solutions through another lens”, or “I liked the 'How Nature Designs'
guidelines as a good way to break out of more rigid, mechanical thinking. Easier than framing
the question biologically.”) Particularly, it was valued for focusing thought on sustainability
(“the Life's Principles probably made me think the most about sustainability overall”, or “I also
liked the Life's Principles checklist to open new mindsets for positive sustainability impacts.”)
However, it was also criticized as confusing or abstract (“the last step was confusing, the wheel
was a little hard to work with (the phrasing)”, or “the last part. it was too high-level”, or “It
was hard to go through the Life's Principles, but well worth thinking about it if you get to the
point of 100% designing to biomimcry.”) Nature's Principles was not mentioned in postworkshop or followup interviews, but one non-workshop interviewee valued it for both
sustainability and innovation:
“Then there's a couple of others, like chemistry and being resource sufficient, that
are clearly all about sustainability… with the Life's Principles. But that's
something that I kind of see as a designer. It's like, whoa, this is interesting, this
is not just accidental. There's sustainability and there's innovation in nature, and
we need to think about it the same way. Then there's a couple that I think kind of
cross over. Whether integrating development with growth and locally attuned
and responsive and maybe that one to look. I see that sort of hitting both those
areas.”
For sustainability and innovation value, Figure 6.7 shows quantitative results.

Figure 6.7 Percent of respondents mentioning anything driving sustainability or innovation in
Biomimicry; n=57. “Models in Life” = Discover Models in Life. “Translate to Buildable” =
Translate to Buildable Things.
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Figure 6.7 shows AskNature.org was the most highly rated for innovation of anything in all the
three design methods (p=.0006 compared to average of all activities and mindsets of all three
methods). As quoted above, this was because it offered designers, engineers, and managers a
new lens to examine problems through, and had many examples of new solutions to spark
creativity. Discover Models in Life and Nature as Mentor were also fairly highly rated for
innovation, also because they provide a new lens, as quoted above.
None of Biomimicry's activities or mindsets were very highly rated for sustainability, compared
to activities and mindsets of The Natural Step or Whole System Mapping in Figure 6.4 and
Figure 6.5. This was somewhat surprising, given the reverence for nature implicit in
Biomimicry's paradigm, but it may be a consequence of nearly all activities in recommended
practice focusing on idea generation more than on evaluation or analysis (the Nature as Measure
mindset). These results were validated by several interviewees explicitly mentioning
Biomimicry not helping sustainability (“I learned a lot from biomimicry, and I see it as being
very useful, but I didn't see a direct connection between that and sustainability.”) Or, at greater
length:
“I don't agree that biomimicry should be in as part of the sustainability
discussion. …if I mimic something, but man it's destroyed the environment 'cause
I've got to do this chemical process to get those little gecko foot pads. …For me
as an engineer, biomimicry is probably the most interesting one just from a
mechanism point of view, or new materials, or new processes point of view.”
One deisgner said, “It would be helpful to have some data to work with to evaluate impacts and
weigh decisions, like science!” This is exactly the benefit LCA provides in Whole System
Mapping, though it scores low for innovation, so this implies a hybrid design method using both
activities might be beneficial. Nature's Principles was moderately well rated for sustainability,
because it focused attention on such issues, as quoted above. Its lack of a higher rating may be
due to the criticism it received for being confusing or abstract (also quoted above).
Combining the results for general value with sustianability and innovation value, it appears that
Biomimicry's main strengths are the Nature as Mentor mindset and the AskNature.org activity,
which work together. AskNature.org received an impressive percentage of people listing it as
driving innovation. This activity and mindset pair could be used by themselves, as no strong
dependencies were mentioned, though some participants said other activities and mindsets
supported them. Particularly, Define Problem Biologically was said to help frame the searches
in AskNature.org, and Nature's Principles provided focus on sustainability, even if modest.
6.3.2. Overall Results by Design Method
Examining participant responses to the design methods overall, there appears to be only one
significant difference, as shown in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8 Percent of respondents mentioning anything driving sustainability or innovation in all
three design methods. For The Natural Step, n=48; for Whole System Mapping, n=96; for
Biomimicry, n=57.
Figure 6.8 shows that while all design methods had similar percentages of people mention
innovation-related aspects, many fewer participants mentioned anything sustainability-related
about Biomimicry (p=.0005). This finding matches quantitative and qualitative results from
Section 6.3.1. , where the individual activities and mindsets of Biomimicry were significantly
less often mentioned for sustainability than those of The Natural Step or Whole System Mapping
(see above for quotes). As part of this, one followup interviewee suggested Biomimicry as being
more tactical than strategic:
“I think the Whole Systems approach is more likely to be effective, that applies to
any product we do at some level or another. Whereas, I think biomimicry,
sometimes is a really good answer, but there are a lot of situations where it's not
gonna give us an idea that's actually viable. My tendency, I guess, would be to
have biomimicry as like, 'Hey, this is maybe one of the approaches we should use
in brainstorming,' whereas whole systems thinking, it's something that we should
try on every project.”
It is possible that Biomimicry should be more highly rated for innovation overall, because as
Figure 6.7 showed, AskNature.org rated higher for innovation than any other activity or mindset
in all three design methods, and most of Biomimicry's activities and mindsets were qualitatively
valued for providing a new lens on design problems. However, since so many participants
reported innovation in all three design methods, no difference is apparent here. No one in postworkshop interviews mentioned Biomimicry being significantly more innovative than other
methods, but only two interviewees had participated in both the Biomimicry workshop and
another workshop.
As mentioned above in the Methods section, part of the pre-survey and post-survey featured a
checklist of positive and negative effects that sustainable design methods might have on the
design process or products thereof. The pre-survey asked participants' attitudes about sustainable
design in general, while post-surveys asked about each workshop's specific design method. This
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allowed comparison between methods as well as comparison to general attitudes toward
sustainability in design, as shown in Figure 6.9.

Figure 6.9. Percent of respondents rating several positive (+) versus negative (-) effects of
general sustainable design before workshops (in grey) and of the three sustainable design
methods after workshops (in colors). For before workshops, n=127; for The Natural Step, n=48;
for Whole System Mapping, n=96; for Biomimicry, n=57.
Figure 6.9 shows that while none of the design methods tested here fully changed participants'
minds about how sustainable design affects design outcomes (e.g. thinking general sustainability
is detrimental while a specific green design method is beneficial), participating in workshops did
alter perceptions, especially in creativity, product cost, and manufacturability. There may have
been a change from pessimism to optimism about final product cost, however, as discussed
below. These results imply the business case for sustainable design can be improved by using
specific sustainable design methods or practices.
The most surprising result from Figure 6.9 was that even before performing any of the
workshops, more than half of participants said sustainable design enhances creativity rather than
restricting it, while few said the opposite (p=.0007). Participants also said sustainability
improved motivation, product quality, and marketability. There may be selection bias, with
designers who believe considering sustainability restricts creativity not participating in the study,
but it was pleasant to find so many participants not only believing sustainability is ethically
important (a burden worth bearing) but also a creativity boon. Even better, participants
overwhelmingly said all three sustainable design methods enhanced creativity more than general
sustainability before workshops, though the only statistically significant instance was Whole
System Mapping having fewer “Restricts Creativity” votes than before workshops (p=.04);
Biomimicry was almost significant for this (p=.06), and The Natural Step trended towards it
(p=.09). These results cannot confirm or contradict the speculation as to whether Biomimicry is
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more innovative, since the margins of error are larger than the difference between methods, and
because this simple yes / no vote does not show how strongly respondents felt about each.
For final product cost, Figure 6.9 shows pessimism possibly switching to optimism for Whole
System mapping and Biomimicry. “Increases Final Product Cost” was significantly reduced
from pre-workshop general sustainability to Whole System Mapping and Biomimicry (p=.001
each), and “Decreases Final Product Cost” was significantly enlarged from before workshops to
Whole System Mapping (p=.03). “Decreases Final Product Cost” was not significantly higher
than “Increases Final Product Cost” after Whole System Mapping or Biomimicry (p=.2 and .3),
but at least “Increases Final Product Cost” was no longer significantly higher than “Decreases
Final Product Cost” after these workshops, as it was before workshops (p=.00006). For design
process cost, Figure 6.9 shows reduced pessimism after all workshops compared to before.
Before workshops, participants said sustainability generally increased process cost more than
reducing it (p=.0001), but after workshops, the differences were not significant (p=.3 and .8).
Taken together, these improved opinions of sustainable design methods' impacts on final product
cost and design process cost may be an important indication that exposure to sustainable design
methods makes sustainability seem more viable to design professionals.
For manufacturing feasibility, Figure 6.9 also shows reduced negativity. Before workshops,
“Complicates Manufacturing” significantly outvoted “Eases Manufacturing” (p=.0005), but no
post-workshop results were significantly outvoted (p=.2 for The Natural Step, .8 for Whole
System mapping, and a borderline p=.09 for Biomimicry). Whole System Mapping improved
both “Complicates Manufacturing” and “Eases Manufacturing” metrics compared to before
workshops, bordering on significance (p=.05 and .08 respectively). As with final product cost
and design process cost, these improved opinions of sustainable design methods' impacts on
manufacturability may show that exposure to sustainable design methods makes sustainability
seem more viable to design professionals.
Finally, it may be interesting to note that participants did not feel strongly about sustainable
design increasing or decreasing legal risk. Reasons are unknown, as no one mentioned legality
in survey text; only a few participants mentioned it verbally, in passing, during workshops. A
possible explanation is that participants were driven to sustainability primarily by ethical, not
legal, concerns. Here in Figure 6.9, more participants said that general sustainability and all
three design methods decreased legal liability rather than increasing it, but only half the results
were significant (before workshops p=.01, The Natural Step p=.4, Whole System Mapping
p=.03, Biomimicry p=.3), and the ratio of pessimism to optimism was not significantly changed
by any of the design methods.

6.4.

Results by Demographic Segments

Survey results were divided into different demographic subgroups to see if different participants
perceived the different design activities, mindsets, or methods differently. Fourteen kinds of
results were analyzed for demographic differences: all activities and mindsets of all three design
methods were compared by general value / criticism, sustainability value, and innovation value;
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then the three design methods overall were compared by sustainability value, innovation value,
and the eight checklist questions versus general sustainability in design. As mentioned in the
Methods section, demographic divisions were by job role (designer, engineer, manager /
executive, sustainability specialist), company type (manufacturer, product development
consultancy), company size (under or over 100 employees), industry sector (consumer
electronics, furniture, apparel, other), and gender (female, male). Other demographics (the 26
architecture, software, and marketing respondents) were disqualified from the study. Of the 172
qualified participants, some data was incomplete, as 25% of participants did not fill out
demographic information, or skipped pre-workshop surveys entirely, so numbers of demographic
subdivisions do not add to 100% of participants. Also as mentioned in Methods, quantitative
statistical significances were checked against qualitative analysis and inductive reasoning where
possible.
Almost no demographic differences appeared meaningful. Results did differ by demographic,
with the difference greatest between job roles and company types. However, these differences
were almost never statistically significant; see Appendix C for all results. The least differences
were seen between genders, though one interviewee mentioned it as a possible motivator (“I
think that some of that is that I'm a woman and there is some cultural and social baggage that
goes along with that. I grew up in Cambridge, so I've just been surrounded by environmentalism
my whole life in a way that has impacted my thinking, not just in engineering, but in a lot of
areas.”) Even when some differences appeared significant due to their low probabilities,
qualitative analysis and inductive reasoning to establish consistency of responses within
demographics usually indicated the differences were not meaningful, but rather coincidences
occurring due to the sheer number of possible differences compared. Over 3,000 comparisons
were calculated, due to the fourteen demographic divisions listed above and the 20 activities and
mindsets plus the three overall methods, each compared by twelve variables—Valued, Not
Valued, Sustainability, Innovation, and the eight checklist questions shown in Figure 6.9. This
large number of comparisons makes it inevitable for some comparisons to have low p-values,
even by random chance. Other differences that qualitative analysis and inductive reasoning
would suggest were meaningful did not show statistical significance. These methods for
determining demographic differences were believed sound, however, because a difference was
observed between participants who received two-hour versions of workshops versus four-hour
versions that statistical significance, qualitative analysis, and inductive reasoning all suggested
was meaningful, as described later.
The lack of significant demographic differences may be because the demographic splits most
anticipated to produce differences (Job Role and Industry Sector) were also splits between
several subgroups, thus dividing the total participant pool into small demographic groups
(average n=19.5, with several n < 10 and one n=1, though others were n=30 to n=58). These
small sample sizes made statistical significance more unlikely, and because these survey
questions were checklists, not text answers, qualitative analysis could not be performed to
clarify. However, another demographic split expected to produce differences was Manufacturer
versus Consultancy, a binary split resulting in reasonable sample sizes (average n=37.9, most
n=30 to 50, minimum n=7), and it also produced no statistically significant results. For checklist
results, even an attempt to improve virtual sample size by combining all optimistic answers
versus all pessimistic answers (effectively multiplying sample sizes by eight) did not produce
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statistically significant differences between Manufacturers versus Consultancies, nor did it
produce significant differences between job roles.
This lack of significance implies that demographic differences pale in comparison to individual
differences. Sustainable design instructors will be glad to hear this, as it means these design
methods need not be modified for the different demographics tested. Or, at least, not for the
introductory workshops performed here.
6.4.1. Results by Job Role
As mentioned above, differences by demographic divisions were largely not statistically
significant, but results for dividing by job role may be the largest. Of the fourteen kinds of
comparison by job role, the only one showing a significant difference was comparing the three
design methods overall by sustainability value, as shown in Figure 6.10. No other comparisons
of individual activities or mindsets or checklist responses showed significance; see Appendix C
for all results.

Figure 6.10 Percent of respondents mentioning anything driving sustainability in all three design
methods. “Dsn” = Designer, “Eng” = Engineer, “Mgr” = Manager, “Sus” = Sustainability
Specialist. Grey background bars show 95% confidence intervals for all respondents combined.
Figure 6.10 shows the one result in the comparison by job roles that is likely to be a meaningful
result: engineers did not find as much sustainability value in Biomimicry as other job roles did
(p=.01). Note that the other trend Figure 6.10 appears to show—The Natural Step being valued
less for both sustainability and innovation by sustainability specialists—is not significant (p=.5
and p=.3). The significance of engineers rating Biomimicry lower for sustainability is confirmed
by examining results of individual activity and mindset sustainability value in Appendix C: more
engineers listed activities and mindsets driving sustainability in The Natural Step and Whole
System Mapping than in Biomimicry. Though results were not statistically significant for
individual activities and mindsets, combining all mentions of sustainability in Figure 6.10
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uncovers the overall trend of other job roles listing at least one thing about Biomimicry driving
sustainability more often than engineers. While this result contradicts the inductive reasoning
that Chapter 2, Figure 2.7 hypothesized, qualitative analysis supports it. Some engineers wrote
in response to the survey question on what activities or mindsets drove sustainability, “None - we
didn't really talk about sustainable design”, or “none-no solid ideas, only novel ones” or “Yes,
but I'm a bit confused as to how this is 'green design'. You could create a solution that is
biomimcry that is incredibly effective but could be incredibly toxic to the enviornment [sic] to
make.” By contrast, the most negative response to the question from designers was “not sure
about it”, and from managers, “ideas but not actual product.”
6.4.2. Results by Workshop Duration
While two-hour workshops were kept as similar as possible to four-hour workshops, a few
differences were inevitable. Quantitative and qualitative analyses only found one statisticallysignificant difference in what activities and mindsets people valued, either generally or for
sustainability or innovation. This was for the LCA activity in Whole System Mapping, shown in
Figure 6.11.

Figure 6.11 Percent of respondents mentioning anything driving sustainability or innovation in
Whole System Mapping. “4hr” = 4-hour workshops, “2hr” = 2-hour workshops. Grey
background bars show 95% confidence intervals for all respondents combined.
Figure 6.11 shows that in Whole System Mapping, the LCA activity is significantly more valued
for sustainability in four-hour workshops than in two-hour workshops (p=.03). This is
unsurprising, because the LCA activity in four-hour workshops was qualitatively different from
the activity in two-hour workshops. In four-hour workshopss, the LCA activity was interactive,
performing calculations on the actual product being workshopped, while the two-hour version
simply presented a set of generic graphs for different product categories, with participants
recommended to use the one closest to their product. As Figure 6.11 also shows, the activity was
not significantly differently valued for innovation, nor was it significantly differently valued
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generally (see Appendix C), but inductive reasoning would suggest the only expected difference
would be for sustainability because that is the only variable where the product-specific
information matters. As mentioned above, this also helps validate the methodology of testing
demographic splits by showing that different results are statistically significant when qualitative
differences and inductive reasoning would suggest a difference is likely. Interestingly, the great
majority of design practices scored higher for sustainability but not innovation or general value
in four-hour workshops, not only in Whole System Mapping as shown in Figure 6.11, but in The
Natural Step and Biomimicry as shown in Appendix C; however, the only case for which it was
statistically significant was for LCA. This might be due to selection bias, where teams
volunteering for longer workshops were more committed to sustainability. However, because it
was not a statistically significant finding, deeper explanations were not pursued.
6.4.3. Results by Company Type
Results by company type were inconclusive; while statistical significances did arise, they are not
clearly supported by qualitative analysis or inductive reasoning.

Figure 6.12 Percent of respondents mentioning anything driving sustainability or innovation in
Whole System Mapping. “Con” = consultancies, n=30; “Mfr” = manufacturers, n=41. Grey
background bars show 95% confidence intervals for all respondents combined.
Figure 6.12 shows that for Whole System Mapping, manufacturers said Priorities, Brainstorm
All System, and Decide were significantly more sustainability-related than consultancies (p=.02,
.02, and .01 respectively). However, there was no corresponding significant difference in
innovation or general value. Qualitative analysis did not confirm or contradict this result, as
consultancies and manufacturers did not mention obviously different reasons for these driving
sustainability. Inductive reasoning might explain the difference as manufacturers already
thinking more about sustainability than consultancies, since they carry product responsibility and
long-term thinking, thus they can more easily connect sustainability with workshop components;
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but then a similar pattern should hold true for The Natural Step and Biomimicry. Such a pattern
is not statistically significant in the other design methods, though there may be indications of it.
Since this is mere speculation, it is unclear whether the differences are a meaningful result or
simple chance.

Figure 6.13 Percent of respondents mentioning anything driving sustainability or innovation in
all three design methods. “Con” = consultancies, “Mfr” = manufacturers. Grey background
bars show 95% confidence intervals for all respondents combined.
Figure 6.13 shows that for Biomimicry, fewer respondents from consultancies mentioned
anything about the design method driving sustainability (p=.01). This may be due to engineers
comprising 48% of qualified participants from consultancies, but only 16% from manufacturers.
Qualitative analysis did not confirm or contradict this result, as consultancies and manufacturers
did not mention obviously different reasons for Biomimicry activities or mindsets driving
sustainability aside from those mentioned by engineers. Inductive reasoning might explain the
difference as described above with manufacturers already thinking more about sustainability than
consultancies, but if such speculation were true, it should also hold for The Natural Step and
Whole System Mapping, which it does not. Therefore it is believed this difference is due to the
lack of engineers in the consultancy demographic.
6.4.4. Results by Company Size
Company size correlated strongly with company type: as listed in the Methods section, 51
respondents were from small consultancies, 85 from large manufacturers, but only eight from
small manufacturers and seven from large consultancies. Thus, results by company size were
nearly identical to results by company type.
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6.4.5. Results by Industry Sector

Figure 6.14 Percent of respondents mentioning anything driving sustainability or innovation in
all three design methods. “Cons.Elec” = Consumer electronics.
Figure 6.14 shows that consumer electronics respondents seldom listed anything in Biomimicry
driving sustainability compared to respondents from other industrues (p=.01 compared to
average of other industries). However, this is believed to be cause by the large percentage of
engineers in consumer electronics (56%) versus in furniture (35%), apparel (3%), or other (7%).
Qualitative analysis did not confirm or contradict differences by industry separate from
differences by job role. Inductive reasoning might suggest that since consumer electronics have
many issues related to electrical rather than mechanical questions, and the resources taught (the
particular biological samples used for Discover Models in Life, the content of the database in
AskNature.org, and the content listed in Nature's Principles) have relatively little electricalrelated content compared to mechanical content, people from this industry may feel the method
is less relevant to them. However, if that were true, their ratings of Biomimicry's innovation
value would likely also be much lower, which it is not (p=.8 compared to average of other
industries). So these results are believed to carry over from the engineer demographic.

6.5.

Long-Term Workshop Outcomes

In addition to the interviews immediately after workshops, the followup interviews three to eight
months after workshops tested what left lasting impressions on design teams, and whether they
actually used any design ideas produced by the workshops, or used design activities or mindsets
taught in the workshops. Results for the latter two are shown in Figure 6.15.
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Figure 6.15 Percent of followup interviewees reporting whether or not they used design ideas or
activities / mindsets from the workshops. For The Natural Step, n=3; for Whole System
Mapping, n=7; for Biomimicry, n=4.
Figure 6.15 shows that very few followup interviewees reported directly using either design
ideas or design practices from the workshops. If design teams already used similar activities or
mindsets before the workshops, they were not counted as being used or influencing thought
(“Some of them were things that we had done before the workshop anyway, so I guess they
coincided. I don't know if there's anything new that we explicitly did as a result of the workshop,
though.”) The lack of uptake was a contrast from post-workshop surveys, where several
responses mentioned planning to use either whole design methods (“I will use the 4 steps”, or “I
will follow the entire process as presented as we work on our new product”) or components
thereof (“I think I will take the structure of identifying and ranking priorities and apply it to
brainstorms and concept generation sessions that I host in the future”, or “I will research the
AskNature website, very intriguing and I could find so many potentially great ideas!” or “I have
used this concept [Whole System Mapping] before and will continue to”, or “I'd use all of it
[The Natural Step] - whenever making a new idea.”) Hopefully the lack of reported use of the
design methods, activities, or mindsets is simply due to small sample size and insufficiently long
time between workshops and interviews. The small number of respondents makes this data not
statistically meaningful, but it provides qualitative insight, as described below.
6.5.1. Barriers to Using Ideas or Design Practices
Interviewees often said the lack of use of ideas was due to workshops occurring at the wrong
time in the design cycle. Usually it was too late (“a lot of the projects we're already locked in,
as far as having been quoted in a certain way… I think that there are greater chances for that to
become something we brought up earlier in the project”, or “the stage where they're most
valuable at is pretty early brainstorming, either system architectural level or mechanism
architecture level.”) Participants also said it was too late in the design cycle to use the
workshops' activities or mindsets (“No, we never had really a chance to go back and take the
tools, the... Whole System approach to apply to the project, 'cause we were towards the end,
we're usually very busy finishing up, making sure we are launching a product, so that definitely
consumes more time.”) Or, at length:
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“No, we didn't. And I think that was partly that the product was at a later stage, I
think, than we would have wanted to do the exercise at. The architecture was
pretty much already locked in place at the time we did the workshop. And I think
the idea that we developed would have been valuable a little earlier in the
process, but our customer was already pretty set on a particular architecture.”
Contrarily, some said it was too early in the design process for the LCA activity in Whole
System Mapping (“we were so early and really had very little clue what we were doing and we
didn't even know, what we didn't know. So I just feel that in retrospect, it was probably too early
for us to really take advantage of the opportunity and actually get concrete applicable things out
of it.”) Or, at length:
“It was early stage and we were kind of in the ideation stage and we were
plugging numbers and material properties into an… analysis engine, and it felt a
little too… 'loosey-goosey'... I think that if that part of the process were applied a
little further, not further down the stream, but more, in a more rigorous way
where the results didn't vary as dramatically in function of what was plugged in,
then it would have been more meaningful.”
Such criticisms have been leveled at LCA before, including by a non-workshop interview with a
sustainability expert (“An LCA in a design process usually isn't that helpful because you haven't
yet decided how many milligrams of titanium, or are you gonna use aluminum anyway? So you
can spot-check certain kinds of material decisions and energy decisions, but it's not like you're
doing a real LCA evaluation of this prototype.”) However, proponents of LCA often suggest its
use early in the design process to set design priorities (White et al., 2013), (Faludi, 2015).
Timing was not the only barrier, however. One mentioned ideas from the workshop not
improving their key deliverables (“No, we did not [use ideas from the workshop]. Everything
we've done so far has just been based on what our clients want.”) Another mentioned other
product problems being a barrier (“Sort of, but not really. And the reason for that was nothing to
do with those ideas, the ideas were useful. But we never got there because we had more
fundamental product issues that we never got past. So, we never got to the point where we could
apply those ideas, not really. It would have been nice to. So, yeah, we just never got a product
to work right.”) In some cases, the workshop ideas simply did not stick (for Biomimicry, “I'm
trying to remember what the actual activities we did during the workshop were. I remember the
demos more than the activities, like the materials that you demo-ed. Yeah. I can't remember any
of the activities specifically.”) In other cases, lack of uptake was unclear, perhaps due to lack of
motivating culture or fitting into existing design process (“we did speak about it, but it never
really propagated to the whole office, and so we didn't change any of our current flows to
accommodate... I'm a program manager, and we did talk about it a bit on the program
management team, and talked about some of the things. I don't know if any of the other teams
that we talked about it with enacted any of it.”)
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6.5.2. Indirect Influences of Design Workshops
Despite few interviewees directly using ideas or practices from the workshops, Figure 6.15
shows the workshops sometimes influenced people's thinking indirectly (“I think it influenced
our thinking to think more holistically about material selection and maybe even kind of
assembly-disassembly of product,” or “not the ideas we came up with, but I think the thinking
and better understanding of virgin versus recycled aluminum influenced direction in choices,
although the product that we used as an example never got built to the plan.”) Sometimes the
influence was merely a greater awareness of sustainability:
“So at no point were we able to really bring back the workshop and take another
deep dive and see what we could extract as tools and things like that, but
everybody... I think walked away from the workshop with some kind of a slightly
different mindset on things, like, this is important, we need to address those
different important interests around doing more green design and things like
that.”
Perhaps such awareness can drive company culture. One manager speculated about integrating
sustainability goals into their design process and deliverables as a result:
“We had no time to really take one of those topics and develop it further, but it's
not because of lack of interest. Actually, that was really helpful because that
definitely planted the seed for many of us as far as really trying to embrace the
process of more obviously eco-friendly tools or ways of thinking, changing the
process a little bit. So we did have some brainstorms, and in some discussions,
we had that topic brought up, so that was definitely positive, and seeing that a
little more on people's mind... I think we will, in the future, as we're better
organized in the process to actually give it more time… could be also part of the
goals that we want to achieve with future product developments. So yeah, all of
that was really great. I think everybody really enjoyed the workshop for sure.”)
In one case, an engineer said that despite the lack of execution on ideas, the workshop was
inspiring enough to change his career path towards sustainability:
“Practically speaking, I don't think it had a huge impact on us as a team; again, I
think, due to our mismatch and where we were in the overall design cycle, and
just being so frickin' early that it was unclear of what we were doing, who we
were doing it for, what the constraints actually were, et cetera. That said, it had a
big impact on my personal thinking... I have been shifting my whole focus... My
whole focus has now shifted to be on sustainable product development.”
It is unclear whether it was the specific design method in that workshop (The Natural Step) or
the general idea of paying closer attention to sustainability that motivated the career shift.
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6.6.

Limitations

Readers should not generalize the results here, because design practitioners' values and criticisms
differ by context, and this study only accessed a limited set of contexts. Most crucially,
workshops were voluntary, so only designers, engineers, and managers interested in sustainable
design methods participated, and they only participated for design methods they were interested
in; this may introduce selection bias. Limitations of recruitment meant the sample size was
relatively small, especially when divided by demographics, and confined to participants in the
San Francisco Bay area, California; Grand Rapids, Michigan; and attendees of the 2016 US
SustainableBrands conference. Future research should test more practitioners in more industries
and locations, with different instructors and other context changes. Another limitation is selfreporting; future studies could have third parties rate the sustainability and innovation of
workshop ideas to validate participants' perceptions. Also, workshops are artificial; studies
should test design methods in situ in companies integrating them into product development
processes. Finally, future studies should test how well highly-valued activities or mindsets can
be used alone, or how much they require less-valued activities or mindsets from their design
method.

6.7.

Discussion and Conclusions

As hypothesized, there are “golden tools” in these toolkits, meaning professionals generally
valued one or two activities or mindsets far more than others in each design method. Different
activities and mindsets also received different ratings for sustainability and innovation, though
few stood out as much as with general value. The activities and mindsets that were most valued
generally were the Backcasting mindset from The Natural Step, the Draw System Map activity
from Whole System Mapping, and the Nature as Mentor mindset with the AskNature.org activity
from Biomimicry.
In the Natural Step, Backcasting was valued for focusing thought (“Backcasting provided a
great means to work backwards from a desired outcome.”) It was also valued as a new lens.
Interestingly, it was not remarkably highly valued for sustainability or innovation (though it was
rated decently for both), implying that its biggest benefit is for overall design process. As one
designer said, “Workshop methodology that can be used for many other objectives.” The high
value of Backcasting may be because it is the umbrella mindset connecting all four activities of
The Natural Step into a whole. The other activities and mindsets were valued by similar
percentages of people, but for different reasons, and people mentioning one activity often
connected it to another activity, implying individual activities would lose value without the
others. Backcasting may be the whole that is greater than the sum of its parts.
In Whole System Mapping, Draw System Map was valued for broadening scope, especially
because of its visual nature making whole systems concrete; it was also valued for focusing
thought and aligning teams. Similar to Backcasting, it was not remarkably highly valued for
sustainability or innovation (though it was rated highly for both), implying that its biggest benefit
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is for design process. As one designer said, “Thinking through an entire system, mapping it out,
and identifying opportunities for improvement. I would like to do that with my team at work, not
necessity [sic] even for sustainability, but for good process.” One designer mentioned using it
alone, though several respondents listed it paired with Brainstorm on System Map, implying
these activities should be used together.
In Biomimicry, Nature as Mentor and AskNature.org (Discover Model Strategies Online) were
intertwined, as the activity of using AskNature.org physically enacted the mindset Nature as
Mentor. They were valued as a new lens to view problems through, and for engaging / inspiring
people (“using a new perspective - through looking at nature - to re-inspire challenges that
seemed impossible.”) AskNature.org was also by far the most highly valued activity for
innovation in any of the three design methods. However, overall, the activities and mindsets of
Biomimicry were lower-rated than the other two design methods for sustainability, especially
among engineers and product development consultancies. Unlike in The Natural Step, activities
and mindsets in Biomimicry were not often mentioned as depending on each other, implying that
high-value activities like AskNature.org could be used alone.
Other than AskNature.org, no activities or mindsets in any of the three methods stood out as
champions of innovation or sustainability, though some were stronger than others. (LCA was
very strong for sustainability.) It was expected that analysis and goal-setting activities would
drive sustainability more than ideation activities, while ideation activities would drive innovation
more, but the data did not support this. Surprisingly, ideation activities (such as Creative
Solutions from The Natural Step, Brainstorm All System Nodes from Whole System Mapping,
and AskNature.org from Biomimicry) were mentioned for sustainability well within the
confidence intervals of other activities and mindsets whose whole purpose is to drive
sustainability. Qualitative analysis suggests this is because ideation activities are where
sustainability ideas become concrete, as teams ideate around how to implement them (“Mapping
/ brainstorm - identified areas for impact reduction that we don't typically think about as
designers.”) Ideation acitvities were, however, rated more highly for innovation than analysis
and goal-setting activities, as expected. The only exception was Draw System Map from Whole
System Mapping, which was within confidence intervals of Brainstorm on System Map. It may
have been valued for innovation because of it broadening the scope of the later brainstorm, as
mentioned above.
These results also suggest hypotheses for practitioners to optimize design practices for
themselves, and even hybridize practices together. While many respondents said they valued
“all” activities and mindsets from each method, that does not mean they would use them all in
practice. For example, those without time to perform all activities in the Biomimicry workshop
might only use AskNature.org, or spend much more time on it than other activities, or might
supplement Biomimicry's relatively low sustainability value with LCA, as it was highly valued
for sustainability. Or those performing a different green design method could add AskNature.org
to the other method's ideation activity, to improve innovation. For Whole System Mapping, they
might perform only Draw System Map and Brainstorm on System Map, or insert them into
another green design method, such as using them in the early stages of Biomimicry to help
define the problem and guide their use of AskNature.org. For The Natural Step, the popularity
of Backcasting implies all activities should be used together, but they could be used with other
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mindsets to guide them, since the Four System Conditions was sometimes criticized. The Four
System Conditions could be replaced with Nature's Principles from Biomimicry, LCA and
Priorities from Whole System Mapping, or others from other design methods. Further research
should investigate combinations of practices like this.
Free-text surveys provided insight on the previous research's taxonomies of activities and
mindsets. In Whole System Mapping, participants surprisingly distinguished one activity as two,
based on the two mindsets used simultaneously during the activity (Brainstorm All System
Nodes and Brainstorm to Eliminate Steps). This suggests other design activities might be
strengthened by hybridizing them with new mindsets. In Biomimicry, participants listed lecture
examples as valuable, despite them not being identified by researchers as a mindset or activity.
This could guide teachers of Biomimicry, showing examples are essential to communicating the
Nature as Mentor mindset.
Analysis by demographic divisions of job role (designer, engineer, manager / executive,
sustainability specialist), company type (manufacturer, product development consultancy),
company size (under or over 100 employees), industry sector (consumer electronics, furniture,
apparel, other), and gender (female, male) found almost no significant differences for any
findings in any of the three design methods. Sample sizes were often quite limited, so these
results are highly uncertain, but if there are differences, they appear to be subtle. This suggests
that, while individuals vary greatly, there is no need to tailor sustainable design practices by
demographic, or teach sustainable design methods differently by demographic.
Followup interviews several months after workshops found that few participants had used any
ideas or activities or mindsets from the different design methods in their continuing practice,
despite saying positive things about the methods. Most of this appeared to be due to inopportune
timing in the design cycle. It could also be a limitation of workshops; there may be other, more
effective ways to get companies to adopt new design practices, though most non-workshop
interviewees were asked for their recommendations of how to test design methods, and they
largely agreed workshops would be the most expedient means. Given their statements about
designers not being able to drive sustainability alone, and the largest driver for sustainability in
their companies being a business case or marketability (both described in Chapter 3), it appears
that these barriers to adoption must be overcome in order to truly mainstream sustainability in
design. Effective green design methods may help adoption, but they are not sufficient by
themselves.
In conclusion, finding what practitioners value in these sustainable design methods can help
optimize design practices, just as user testing of prototypes helps optimize product designs.
Designers, engineers, and managers in both manufacturing companies and consultancies, both
large and small, in multiple industries and both genders, can use these results to help them
maximize the sustainability value, innovation value, and other design process value of these
green design practices. Ideally it can help show all design teams the value of practicing
sustainable design.
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